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Sincerely thanks for purchasing our product! For your safety, please read 
this manual carefully before use.

Switch 1 (Front Light)
Short press: High light - Low light - Off; Long press: White strobe light
Switch 2 (Side Light)
Short press: High light - Low light - Off; Long press: SOS strobe light
Handle
Lampshade (3mm toughened glass)
LED Bead
Side Light
Tripod Hole (tripod not included)
Charging Port
USB Output
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Features

Specification

1. The torchlight equips LED light source to offer high brightness, long-
    distant illumination, and 100,000-hour-long service life.
2. The battery pack is mounted with protection boards to ensure battery life 
    and illumination time.
3. The lamp case is made from PV engineering material and aluminum alloy, 
    ultra wear-proof and durable.
4. The product with a sealed design is waterproof, which can be used under 
    harsh conditions.
5. The high spotlight (front light) can reach a lighting distance of several 
    hundred meters.
6. The side light can give off dimmable flood light that is suitable for working, 
    camp, etc.
7. Equipped with a USB output port, the lamp can be used as a portable 
    charger to charge your mobile devices in emergencies.

Charging Instruction
1. When charging, the indicator light of the charger turns red, when fully 
    charged, the indicator light turns green.
2. Please do not use the flashlight while charging.

Package Included
1 * Rechargeable Flashlight
1 * Shoulder Strap
1 * Charger
1 * User Manul

Contact Us
If you have any questions, please contact us at sanrui_us@163.com, we 
are ready to help you solve any problem, and offer you a satisfied solution.

Precautions
1. Please do not disassemble the product, or else it might cause degradation 
    of sealing performance and damage to the internal circuit.
2. The product should be disassembled by a professional technician.
3. Please use the original charger and other accessories. Otherwise, 
    incompatible settings can seriously damage the lamp, and even cause a 
    safety accident.
4. Please ensure the sealing ring is tightly screwed, and to cover the 
    waterproof silicone on the charging port. Refuse all destructive behavior, 
    including soaking in water and prolonged use in heavy rain.
5. In order to prolong the battery life, stop using and recharge the lamp when 
    the light is dim.
6. Do not use or charge the lamp under conditions of flammability, explosion 

    and high temperature.
7. Do not shine directly into people's eyes, because the lamp emits a strong 
    light. Children should use the lamp under the guidance of an adult.

Input/ Output Voltage 4.2V

White light

9600mAh

8-20h

About 800m (2600ft)

10-12h

About 100,000 hours

≈800 Times

Light Color

Battery Capacity

Lighting Time

Irradiation Distance

Charging Time

Service Life of LED Beads

Battery Cycle Life


